Circle the Type of Scholarship Desired. (104-R required): 3-Year

1. Age Format for entering dates YYMMDD
   a. Expected Graduation Date Year
   b. Birth Date of Applicant
   c. Subtract 1b from 1a
   d. Active Military Service Period
   e. Subtract 1d from 1c

   If 1e is less than 27 and greater than 17 Then Circle YES

2. Citizen
   a. U.S. Citizen
   b. Naturalized Citizen

   If either 2a or 2b is yes Then Circle YES

3. Dependents
   a. Enter number of Dependents
   b. Applicant Married
   c. Spouse member of Armed Forces (except IRR)
   d. Minor Traffic ($250 or Less)
   e. Not Guilty
   f. Minor non-traffic/Misdemeanor

   If Applicant is not married and 3a is 0 Then Circle YES
   If Applicant is married and 3a is 3 or less and if 8d, 8e or 8f is yes then a waiver is required
   If 3c is no Then Circle YES

4. Cumulative Grade Point Average
   a. Enter Applicant's Cumulative GPA

   If GPA is equal to or greater than 2.5 Then Circle YES
   If all of the answers are Yes the applicant is conditionally qualified for a scholarship. Applicant must be medically qualified before award is final. Enclose transcript, letter from PMS stating medical examination has been scheduled, and Planned Academic Worksheet 104-R. PMS signature on application verifies information being submitted is correct. If individual requires a waiver, letter from PMS stating waiver has been submitted. (May be included on Medical Exam letter.) If prior active duty service time is used to establish age eligibility a copy of DD214 is required.

   PMS Signature: Date: Applicant’s Signature

   School/Face code: School of Attendance Face Code:

   Phone Number: Internet Address:
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